PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
November….. The calm
before the storm. Here come
the holidays and the eating
frenzy. Don’t worry, whatever your clients gain in
weight, they’ll have to hire
you to help them lose it.
The NCCPT Transform Me
Challenge is coming back for January so keep an eye
out for it! You and your client could win $5000! This
contest will be a great recruiting tool for you to gain
new clientele and keep your existing clientele motivated.
Our featured trainer article is Nikki Galladay; a resilient young woman who will inspire you.
Scott Lucett, the former Director of NASM, wrote an
article regarding the importance of understanding how

supplements and common medications interact.
Our Director of Education, Tom Delong, dispels the
myth that women who lift weights won’t be feminine.
I can’t believe people still think that.
Our General Manager/Sales Guru, Joseph Salant gives
you three steps to making great money as a personal
trainer! It never hurts to learn more about earning
$$$$$!
Don’t forget, I’m a co-host on a new show called Eye
on Fitness. It’s a magazine-style show about health
and fitness. We’re always looking for talent and great
stories and fitness. If you have any new products, services, sporting events or any kind of interesting health
and fitness ideas, please send us an email or post it on
our NCCPT Facebook page.

Stay fit,
John Platero

Taking the NCCPT Exam and

NEED A TUTOR?
Submit your questions to the tutoring forums
on our website, or visit the NCCPT Study
Group Facebook Page.

Tutoring Forum
Study Group

Writers in This Issue
“Big Joe” Salant
Joseph “Big Joe” Salant is the General Sales Manager for the National Council for Certified
Personal Trainers (NCCPT). He has directed sales for and established personal training departments throughout the United States for over ten years. As the Personal Training Director
for LA Fitness in Valencia (California), Big Joe was the highest-grossing PTD nationwide in
2010. He is well-known in the industry for training and developing personal trainers and
personal training sales counselors for fast success in personal training sales. When he’s not
helping personal trainers make it big in the industry, Big Joe enjoys powerlifting, fantasy
football, his side-career as a Christian recording artist, and, most of all, spending qualify time
with his beautiful wife (Misty), five-year old son (Joey), and newborn daughter (Sophia).

Scott Lucett

Tom DeLong

Beginning his health and fitness career in 1994 with 24 Hour Nautilus, Scott has been
fortunate to work within the health and fitness industry for over 20 years as a physical
therapist assistant, personal trainer, Apex technician, international lecturer and educator, educational product developer, senior researcher, and adjunct academic professor. Most recently, Scott was the Director of Education and Product Development for
The National Academy of Sports Medicine, spending over 11 years with the organization. Scott holds a Bachelor’s degree in Exercise Science from Fresno State University and a Master’s degree in Exercise Science and Health Promotion from California
University of Pennsylvania. He is currently a doctoral candidate in Health Education at
A.T. Still University.

Tom DeLong, MA, RSCC*D, CSCS*D, holds:
• Master’s degree in Kinesiology

• Bachelor’s degree in Exercise Science and Wellness.
• He has taught at:

• UCLA Extension (11years)

• California Lutheran University (7 years)
• Wexford University (2 years)
• CSULB (1 year)

Currently holds teaching positions at:
• The United States Sports Academy teaching Sport Biomechanics in Thailand and
Malaysia.
• USPA (United States Powerlifting Association)

• CrossFit FAST/Athletix and Development Manager for the NSCA (National Strength
and Conditioning Association)
• Strength and Conditioning Coordinator for the US Military.

His lifting background includes 35 years of competitive Powerlifting and Olympic
Weightlifting.

Dietary Supplements &
Drug Interactions:
The Basics of What Health and Fitness Professionals
Need to Know

By Scott Lucett
The use of complimentary and alternative medicine (CAM) has become very popular within the United States (Kiefer, et al., 2014). One component of the CAM approach is the use of dietary
supplements that come in the form of vitamins, minerals, and herbal substances (amongst others).
It’s estimated that 20% of the U.S. population regularly take dietary supplements (Barnes, Bloom, &
Nahin, 2009) and that up to one-half of the adults who take prescription medications also take dietary
supplements, including herbal supplements. As one ages, these numbers increase (Mayo Clinic, 2014).
With such a large number of individuals taking both dietary supplements and prescription drugs,
it’s important for health and fitness professionals to understand some of the potentially dangerous
interactions specific supplements and medications can have when taken in combination. This article
will briefly review some popular supplements and how they may interact with some common medications.

Popular Supplement and Drug Interactions
According to the Food and Drug Administration, certain dietary supplements can alter the absorption, metabolism, or excretion of a medication, which can either increase or decrease the effectiveness of the medication (FDA, 2014). Combining such substances can have potentially dangerous and even
life-threatening side effects. For example, vitamin E and the herbal supplement ginko biloba both have
blood-thinning properties. Taking these supplements along with prescription blood-thinning medications,
such as warfarin, can increase the risk for internal bleeding or stroke (FDA, 2014). In addition, medications taken for HIV/AIDS, heart disease, depression, and birth control become less effective when taken
with the herbal supplement St. John’s Wort (FDA, 2014). Taking the herbal supplement Hawthorn with
beta-blockers (a blood pressure medication) can actually increase both heart rate and blood pressure,
while taking the same supplement with calcium channel blockers and nitrates (also blood pressure medications) can bring blood pressure down too low (Mayo Clinic, 2014). Although it is not a complete list, Table 1 shows some popular herbal supplements and their potential effects with common heart medications
(FDA, 2014).
Table 1: Potential Supplement/Medication Interactions

Supplement

Medication

Potential Effects

Ginko biloba

Warfarin

Increased risk of internal

Aspirin
Ginseng

Warfarin

bleeding and stroke
Increased risk of internal
bleeding

St. John’s Wort

Antidepressants

Decreases drugs effects

HIV/AIDS medications
Birth control pills
Hawthorn

Garlic

Beta-blockers

Increase blood pressure

Calcium channels

Decrease blood pressure

Warfarin

Increased risk of internal

Plavix
Aspirin

bleeding

So What Should Health and Fitness Professionals Do?
Many of the clients health and fitness professionals work with may be taking some form of medication
to manage a particular health issue. With the recent popularity of CAMs, the use of dietary supplements in
conjunction with traditional medications is becoming more common, making it very important for health and
fitness professionals to be aware of these potential interactions. During the assessment process, it becomes important for health and fitness professionals to not only understand what medications a client may be taking,
but if they are also taking any supplements in conjunction with their medications to ensure they are not at
risk for potential side effects. It is beyond the scope of the health and fitness professional to make any supplement and/or medication recommendations, but it is important they educate their clients on the effects that
can come when taking certain medications with particular supplements. Ultimately, the health and fitness
professional should always refer clients who are considering supplementation while on medications to a medical professional for proper usage and dosage guidance.
References
Barnes, P.M., Bloom, B., & Nahin, R.L. (2009). Complementary and alternative medicine use among adults and
children: United States, 2007. National Health Statistics Report, 12, 1-23.
Food and Drug Administration. (2014). Mixing medications and dietary supplements can endanger your
health. Retrieved from: http://www.fda.gov/ForConsumers/ConsumerUpdates/ucm420349.htm.
Kiefer, D.S., Chase, J.C., Love, G.D., & Barrett, B.P. (2014). The overlap of dietary supplement and pharmaceutical
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Femoroacetabular
Impingement (FAI) Course
Femoroacetabular impingement or “FAI” is a condition of too much friction in the hip joint. Basically,
the femoral head (ball) and acetabulum (socket) rub
abnormally creating damage to the hip joint.

With a greater population of middle-aged and older fitness members,
FAI is one of the most common afflictions causing severe hip pain. Get
ahead of the curve and while earning
CEU’s. Order today!

Earn CEU’s and Learn about FAI

Now only

$59.95

$19.95!

Use the coupon Code: NTRF78
upon checkout

Call or Click Today!
NCCPT.com
800 778 6060
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In a recent article in CNN Money titled “Best Jobs in America,” Certified
Personal Trainer was listed as 18 out of
100 jobs in its category, with median
pay being $56,000 and top pay averaging $128,000. (This is out of 251,400
total personal trainer jobs.) The personal training industry has grown 24% in
the last ten years and is a potential financial windfall for those certified personal trainers who know how to build
their client portfolio. The issue is, some
personal trainers simply do not.
As the General Sales Manager of the
National Council for Certified Personal
Trainers with over ten years of experience as a Personal Training Director,
I’ve certified, managed, and helped
build the client portfolio for personal trainers who have made six figures
consistently. For many trainers, such
success seems like an abstract pipedream. However, for those who have

mastered the art of recruiting new
clients and retaining them, 100k plus
annually is easily within the realm of
possibility. Are you one of the personal training superstars that make in the
neighborhood of six figures annually? If
not, that’s your cue to pay close attention
to the rest of this article!
I’ve also witnessed numerous personal trainers enter the industry with big
dreams becoming the next Les Miles or
Tony Horton and fizzle out after earning minimum wage for their first few
months trying to find their way in the
fitness industry. It doesn’t have to be
that way. The industry climate is almost perfect for a personal trainer with
the right qualifications and approach
to succeed in building a full portfolio
of clients and training a jam-packed
schedule within sixty days of certification. As the numbers in the CNN Money article clearly show, it’s not just pos-

sible, but plausible, that a personal trainer
can reach this goal. Are you there yet? If not,
here are three steps you need to take!

Three Steps to Making Money in the Commercial Fitness
Industry:
Cultivate the Right Philosophy for Success
(Personal Training is Sales!): The main obstacle between a personal trainer and financial
success in the commercial fitness industry
is usually between the ears! Often, personal
trainers don’t enter the fitness industry with

the self-understanding necessary to make
money in our profession. Sometimes, this
lack of understanding of the job description
of a successful personal trainer can lead to
an entire lifetime of struggling to make ends
meet as a floor trainer at the local gym. More
commonly, it leads to burnout and abandonment of the profession a personal trainer aspired to and worked hard to attain. What is
this important concept that a good amount of
personal trainers were never equipped to understand? That a personal trainer position is a
sales position.
As a Personal Training Director, I did numerous interviews on a weekly basis
with trainers who wanted a position on
my staff. The qualifications are rarely
an issue; finding a trainer who can adequately assist clients with safely reaching
their fitness goals is not difficult. What’s
uncommon is finding a trainer who understands their role as a sales representative for
their personal training business. As part of
the interview I would always ask, “How
much do you need to make as one of our
trainers and what is it going to take to get
there?” The response was almost always a
uniform combination of an inquiry about
the pay structure and a reiteration that
they are a skilled personal trainer. I very
rarely heard answers along the lines of “I
need to become friends with all the members on the floor of the gym…If I talk to
ten people, chances are I’ll have one new
client, so I have to talk to 400 members to
have a full schedule of forty clients.” (On
those sporadic occasions when I did, the
interviewee had the position on the spot!).
I had only one trainer who preempted my
question about income at the beginning of
our interview. When I asked him to tell
me about himself, he promptly responded, “My name is Zach and if you give me a
shot I’ll blow the doors off this place. I feel

“The trainers who hold specialty certifications
and are active with the member base are your
biggest earners (by far).”
strange when I’m not selling personal
training and my fitness routine radically changes lives.” Zach was my assistant manager within a month and had
his own club within sixty days.
The fact is, most personal trainers assume they are service professionals,
but the successful ones have realized
that they are sales/service professionals. I blame the personal trainer certifications that simply do not equip trainers with the necessary business aspects
essential for the success of a certified
personal trainer in the commercial fitness industry. At the NCCPT, I’m proud
to say we dedicate an entire chapter
of our main course textbook (Ch. 14
of The Power of Personal Training, by
John Platero) to “Business of Personal
Training” (including everything from
setting up a personal training business
to sales philosophy and techniques).
When I was managing personal training departments, I used to love seeing
the NCCPT certification attached to a
resume because I knew I was getting
an opportunity to hire and applicant
who understood the essential sales-related elements of the position. It drives
me crazy that the more well-known,
higher priced and best-marketed certifications don’t equip trainers with
the ins and outs of the service aspects
of personal training, but don’t prepare
them in the least in regards to personal
training sales.

Obtain Specialty Certifications

(As Many as Possible!)
One of the most important things that
a personal trainer can do to set up for
financial success is to build their client base fast and immediately replace
clients who are lost to attrition. Client
training schedules vary based on a
number of factors (facility, programs,
etc.), but a good rule of thumb is that
forty-eight active clients leads to a full
work week. The manner that the trainer acquires those clients is also very
important to their overall bottom line.
Trainers who are assigned clients by a
Personal Training Director will rarely
earn a commission from the enrollment of the client in a personal training
program. However, trainers who recruit their own clients usually do earn
a commission for each enrollment. Say
the average commission is $250 and a
trainer enrolls all forty-eight clients on
their schedule, that trainer would earn
$12,000 in commissions alone for those
enrollments. Add that to the per-session rate, and now we’re talking about
a really nice looking portfolio!

So, what is the best way to build up
clients fast in the gym and replace the
ones lost to attrition? One thing you

do not want to do is to wait for the personal training sales staff to assign you
clients. I’ve managed personal training
departments in gyms where I’ve had forty trainers to feed clients to. In such an
atmosphere, one thing is for certain, the
trainer who is waiting for clients to get
assigned to their schedule is usually the
last one to get them. The trainers who are
active in helping members on the workout floor and getting to know them are
the much better off. However, the trainers
who hold specialty certifications and are
active with the member base are your biggest earners (by far).

A specialty certification is a certification
that qualifies a trainer to instruct clients

in an area of the commercial fitness industry not covered by the base personal
trainer certification (CPT). The most valuable specialty certifications are the ones
that allow the trainer to teach group exercise classes (Yoga, Kickboxing Cardio, Step,
etc.) or those that allow the trainer to give
performance-based nutrition assessments
(Weight Management Specialist). If you
understand the industry, then you know
why. Personal trainers with group fitness specialty certifications are in front
of large classes of potential clients who

view them as an authority in fitness on
a regular basis! Personal trainers who
can perform nutritional assessments can
draw clients who wouldn’t normally be
attracted to a personal training session
but want some expert advice on their
diet!

A trainer can always walk the floor pulling members off cardio equipment to
check their anaerobic threshold and find
members struggling with correct form on
the Hammer Strength machines (for example) to book personal training assessments, (which is certainly recommended
practice). However, how much easier is it
for the personal trainer who is also a Certified Group Exercise Instructor or Certified
Yoga Instructor that teaches classes with
twenty-to-forty potential personal training clients daily to fill their schedule? Many
people sign up for a gym membership just
to go to the classes. The personal trainer
with the group exercise-based specialty
certifications are the only ones with regular access to this goldmine of prospective clients. Frankly, it surprises me that
more personal trainers aren’t certified to
teach group classes. For obvious reasons,
those are always the trainers that fill up
the fastest! Ask any Group Exercise Instructor how many members approach
them for fitness advice at the end of the
session, and, even better, how many
times members in their classes come up
and flat-out ask them for private training
sessions!

Put it into Practice
(Go Get It!)
At the General Manager of the NCCPT,
whenever I speak with one of our trainers having trouble making it in the industry it always comes down to practical
application. Having gone through our
curriculum, they know how essential
sales are to the success of a trainer. (Some
of them even have specialty certifications

sitting there on their resume!). However, it’s
frustrating to find that often the trainer just
doesn’t apply the principles to practice!
If the issue is finding work at the gym, I’ll
ask, “When interviewing for the job, did
you stress the fact that as an NCCPT-Certified Personal Trainer, you excel at finding
new clients in the gym and going through
the sales process?” I often find their answers
unconvincing (I wouldn’t have hired them
either.). I share my story about my interview
with Zach when I was a PTD and tell them
in their next interview to say something
right off the bat like: “Give me a shot and
I’ll blow the doors off this place! I get gross, I
love selling personal training, you’re gonna
love me!”
If the problem is filling their schedule, the
trainer will sometimes complain, “They aren’t giving me any new clients!” I always respond with a lesson on why and how they
need to pretend like the personal training sales
staff is not there and get their own clients!
As I mentioned, sometimes they’ll even have
a Group Exercise, Yoga, or Weight Management Specialist certification and not even be
on the roster as an instructor for the classes
at the gym! There is rarely a good reason for
this. Some personal trainers identify as professionals who deserve to have their clients

“fed” to them. This is a surefire formula for
disappointment with your career choice as a
personal trainer. You want financial success
in this industry? You have to go get it! Get
out there on the floor, act like your name’s
on the building! Get to know the members!
Talk to everybody! Use your specialty certifications and teach all the classes you can!
If you’re not earning $56,000 to $128,000 as
a personal trainer in the industry, there’s
no better time than now to cultivate the
right philosophy (personal training is sales),
obtain specialty certifications (as many as
possible), and then go get it! The resources
are right there at your fingertips. I would
be happy to have one of my NCCPT Career
Counselors set you on the right track to success fast. Simply call 1.800.778.6060 or email
personaltrainer@nccpt.com and put “personal
training career orientation” in the subject
line. I promise, if you follow these steps and
respect the process, success is right around
the corner. We would love the opportunity
to help get you there. Our society and culture is stocked with an overabundance of
potential clients that need our help to get fit
and healthy. No personal trainer should be
letting their certification go to waste.

From The NCCPT
NCCPT HOOdies
There is only one shirt that will provide you with the
water repellent and breathable qualities in a UPF 50+
sun protection fabric. Combine this amazing proprietary fabric with a no itch tagless care and content
label and you have a winner that will help save your
skin as the winter approaches. Available in variety of
colors and sized from X-Small through 3X-Large.

More

Pick the amount and the flavors you want
Provide a proprietary formula of herbs, vitamins, key amino
acids, and folic acids. Contains no sugar, 0-2 g carbs, and only
8-16 calories* per can. Are available in 11 delicious flavors – two
are caffeine free.
More

NCCPT
Personal Trainer Certification Workshop
Our 2-day workshops cover all the material needed to
pass your exam and get certified
Upcoming Locations:
Aliso Viejo, CA - Renaissance ClubSport
50 Enterprise Aliso Viejo, CA. 92656
Nov 15, 2014 - Nov 16, 2014
Newbury Park, CA - NCCPT
3481 Old Conejo Rd. Suite 102
Newbury Park, CA. 91320
Nov 15, 2014 - Nov 16, 2014
Aliso Viejo, CA - Renaissance ClubSport
50 Enterprise Aliso Viejo, CA. 92656
Dec 13, 2014 - Dec 14, 2014

Sign Me Up!

Women and Heavy
Weight Training:
No Longer Taboo
By Tom DeLong, NCCPT Director of Education

During my 35+ years working in the strength/fitness
training industry, I have heard various fables regarding
strength training protocols specific to women. Sadly, I
am still amazed a portion of these ludicrous myths still
exist. One of these lingering fairytales is the fitness industry’s continued belief women should not lift heavy
weights. My head wants to explode when hearing the
outdated and ridiculous mantra that, if a woman lifts
heavy, she will eventually look like a man (from a muscular point of view).
Recently, I read a very interesting article written by
Courtney Green for the Huffington Post. The article, entitled “5 Strength Training Truths Every Woman Should
Know”, briefly discusses this myth as well as addresses how various women’s health magazines STILL show
women standing on some unstable surface using an extremely light weight. Many of the models used for these
pictures are also somewhat stick skinny which may give
the reader the idea THIS is what all women should look
like. Better yet, some of the models used may actually have some decent muscle mass, but the authors of
these articles want you to believe you can achieve this
type of quality muscle mass using only light resistance
with lots of volume.
My response to this: Its crap!!!

Desiree Morgan
USPA Nationally Rated Powerlifter,
123 lb. Class Raw Division

Performing
a 275x3 285x3 290x3(rep pr)
123 raw full power

One of the greatest and most truthful statements

optimal strength and health, but, as this statement

she posts in this article is “Women: To achieve maxi-

denotes, no program is all-encompassing and

mal health, you need to get strong. Get under some

further indicates variation is essential. While the

weights and lift.”

Everyone (male/female, old/

obvious is understood about training programs,

young, tall/short, and over-weight/skinny) needs

the fitness industry pushes some very outdat-

strength to perform every day whether it is a sport-

ed concepts particularly the perpetuated myth

ing event or just activities of daily living. The defini-

women should not perform heavy weight train-

tion of strength is “the ability to exert force in a spec-

ing. This is contrary to the much noted positive

ified direction and at a specified velocity” (Knuttgens

research uncovered in the past few decades, yet

and Kraemer, 1987). This definition also alludes to

many still believe female strength training pro-

there is not just one form of strength, but numerous

grams should not include heavy lifting. Research

categories of strength we should train for (Super-

clearly indicates woman who participate in high

training: 6th Edition - Expanded Version, 2009, Verk-

volume, heavy strength training programs do not

hoshansky and Siff. Verkhoshansky SSTM, publisher).

transform into muscle monsters to the point they

Strength IS the foundation of everything we do and

resemble men. Variation of loading parameters is

is a universal requirement for all human movement.

essential (heavy, light, medium resistance loads)

Regardless of one’s goals for engaging in a fitness

for developing different types of strength; how-

training program, everyone needs to become strong

ever, it is essential one incorporates heavy lifting

in the numerous categories of strength for achieving

into a well-designed, individualized program.

optimal health and wellness, increased ability to perform all activities, and for achieving optimal fitness.

Let’s dig a little deeper. The NSCA’s Essentials

The definition of fitness is “the ability to perform any

textbook (3rd Edition, 2008. Human Kinetics, pub-

activity with vigor and energy.” The key term in this

lisher), long considered to be a valuable resource

definition is “perform.” Therefore, we need to be very

of applied science for strength training, states

strong to perform all our various activities.

the following from chapter 7 Age and Sex related
Differences and Their Implications for Resistance

I have taught for many years, as has the NCCPT

Exercise, Avery D. Faigenbaum, EdD, pages 141 –

and numerous other certifications, that there is no

158):

one all-encompassing training program for anyone.

• When strength is expressed relative to muscle

As stated in the textbook Science and Practice of

cross-sectional area, no significant differences

Strength Training (Zatsiorsky and Kraemer, 2

edi-

exists between sexes, which indicates that mus-

tion, 2006. Human Kinetics, publisher), there is no one

cle quality (peak force per cross-sectional area)

program that works for any one person at all times

is not sex specific. In other words, women can

or for all conditions. Many concepts and models

become very strong.

of training are marketed to state one organization’s

• There is a wide range of strength abilities and

training program is superior over others for achieving

that in some cases differences between two

nd

women may be in fact greater than differenc-

can squat, deadlift, clean and jerk, snatch,

es between a man and a woman. This means

bench press, etc., with very heavy weights

using the principles of variation and individ-

after developing excellent technique.

ualization of training programs for everyone’s program.

• A genetic predisposition to develop a large

Sex-related differences in power output are

muscle mass may also be a contributing fac-

similar to those for muscular strength (Power

tor. This predisposition is the same for both

is the RATE of doing work. This means wom-

sexes based on somatotype (body type) and

en and men can increase their work capac-

percentage of fast verses slow-twitch fiber

ity and rate of force development [RFD] the

types.

same way.
• Through participation in a resistance train-

This is a small sample of the evidence record-

ing program, women can apparently increase

ed to state it is beneficial for women to lift

their strength at the same rate as men or faster.

heavy weights. To further support the concept

This gives us the clue that training programs

of heavy lifting for women, female athletes en-

don’t need to be watered down or different

gage in the same strength training programs

than those of men.

as their male counterparts to enhance per-

• Judging by the muscular development of

formance accordingly. They do all the same

female weightlifters, bodybuilders, and track

movements as their male colleagues (e.g.

and field athletes who have not used anabolic

squats, deadlifts, overhead presses, clean and

steroids, it is obvious that substantial muscle

jerk, snatches, etc.). They need to be strong

hypertrophy is possible in women who regu-

as they can to perform at the highest level. It

larly participate in high-volume or high-inten-

is also noted that heavy strength training is a

sity training programs. This indicates women

requirement for decreasing the injury rates

can gain significant muscle mass without

of female athletes especially for the knees

resembling a man.

(NSCA’s Essentials text, 3rd edition, page 153).
Two questions to ask here: 1) why is the fitness

• More complex movements, such as the squat,

industry, along with the general public, so op-

bench, and deadlift (as compared with the bi-

posed to women lifting heavy weights? and 2)

cep curls) may require a relatively longer neu-

is the general public any different pertaining to

ral adaptation period, thereby delaying mus-

training with heavy weights compared to ath-

cle hypertrophy

letes?

in

trunk

women lift big

and legs. This

weights to cre-

means women

ate lean, mean,

the

Athletic

moving machines and still look like
women!!! Therefore, the general
public should realize they too ought
to train this way as well to garner the
same benefits.
Please also note lifting heavy is not
just for the lower body. Many females have made the mistake of just
focusing on the lower body and neglecting the upper body. Heavy lifting is for the whole body and not just
the lower. The Essentials text (page
153) denotes that females have substantial lower strength levels for the
upper body compared to males but
their lower body strength is more
proportional to their male counterparts. This is another reason to train
the upper body as heavy as the lower.
To further support the notion of
heavy lifting for women, let’s look at
the health benefits from heavy resistance training:
•

Increased muscle mass which

increases one’s metabolic rate (increased muscle mass burns more
calories over a 24 hour period even
when not exercising).
•

Increased bone density which

decreases the chance of osteoporosis.
•

Increased

connective

tissue

strength (ligaments, tendons, mus-

Desiree Morgan
USPA Nationally Rated Powerlifter,
123 lb. Class Raw Division

cles, bones. Yes – all of these are considered

strength to include heavy lifting (called Gen-

connective which improves one’s ability to

eral Physical Preparation), will not only give

move better).

you the aesthetics you desire but improve a

•

Improved neuromuscular efficiency to en-

host of health-related issues (blood pressure,

able one to move more efficiently and effec-

cholesterol levels, resting heart rate, body fat

tively.

composition, blood lipid levels, bone density,

•

etc.).

Decreased fat storage by increasing mus-

cle mass which, again, increases one’s meta-

Let’s face it – the days for promoting the con-

bolic rate.

cept of frail, non-muscular, overtly skinny

•

woman are gone. If one looks at the amazing

Improved endocrine responses (hormonal

levels become optimized).

physiques of female track and field athletes,

•

female CrossFit participants, female weight-

Decreased menstrual irregularities.

lifters and powerlifters, one begins to realize
Think about this: increased muscle mass im-

the timeworn myth that women should not

proves one’s overall aesthetics (body shape),

lift heavy weights is dead and gone. As cli-

i.e. a better butt, shapelier legs, smaller waist,

ché as this is, strong and muscular is sexy and

great shoulders and arms, nicer abs, etc. What

extremely functional for everyone. As the old

the general public doesn’t understand or com-

saying goes – lift big or go home!!!

prehend (all generations) is following a well-designed, individualized strength program, which
covers training the multiple categories of

NCCPT Featured Trainer
Nikki Galladay

By Hamed Hamad

“When you choose what you
want to do, money will follow.
And as for fitness, it’s a lifestyle.”
Those wise words came from one of the youngest personal trainers interviewed by the NCCPT. Born and
raised in Annandale, New Jersey, Nikki Galladay began
playing sports at a very young age, and a healthy lifestyle was the norm in her household. Nikki’s father was
a vegetarian and very vigilant of all foods brought into
the house. Soda was almost unheard of, and typical kid’s
snacks were substituted with healthy meals, but he did
allow the very moderate eating of meat.
At the age of 10, Nikki was enrolled in soccer, but
instead developed an immense passion for lacrosse, a
passion that she took all the way to the University of
Colorado. During her senior year at UC, she joined the
Lingerie Football League, now better known as Legends Football. Considering the endurance and frequent
aggression involved in the sport, it was only a matter of
time before she would reap the side effects.
With over a decade of rigorous soccer, lacrosse, and
football exposure, Nikki’s body was in immaculate
shape, but little did she know that her hips were in
danger. Nikki developed what doctors call Hip Dysplasia, which affects less than 3% of people in the United
States. This was around the same time that Nikki moved
to Southern California, became a personal trainer at
Gold’s Gym in Thousand Oaks, and met John Platero.

Nikki was enjoying her life in California, but
put the hip surgery off until a doctor in the area
convinced her that the years of rigorous sports
had caused her hips to deteriorate. More importantly, she could not bear the pain much longer.
In October 2012, Nikki took a six-month leave of
absence from work for arthroscopic hip surgery
(three months for each hip). Even though physical
activity was minimal, Nikki was still vigilant of
her diet and ate just as well after her surgery as
she did before, proving that an immaculate diet
can still help you stay in shape.
Once the surgery was over and she was able to
get her physical life back, Nikki joined the NCCPT and became a personal trainer at Equinox
in downtown Los Angeles. There, she said, “I
wanted to help people be fit, but avoid injuries.
You have to treat your body right.” In reality,
Nikki went beyond that by turning into not just a
personal trainer, but a life coach as well. Nikki recalls one of her clients in Los Angeles, Michelle.
Michelle was a single mother with fibromyalgia,
who was taking extra care of one of her children
who had cancer. Despite the intense stress she
was under, Michelle turned to Nikki and told her,
“I want to feel better.” From there, Nikki and Michelle embarked on a journey that neither of them
will ever forget.

“…people have circumstances and health problems. I don’t
need to drill something in your
head. I understand the struggle
and I’m not here to judge.”

Nikki started Michelle off with a simple three
times a week regimen that involved proper
stretching techniques, weight lifting with minimal
machinery, and a large dose of healthy dietary
advice, such as avoiding anything with GMOs.
Even though healthy eating is important, Nikki
says, “I am not here to judge.” Everyone is prone
to enjoy or indulge in certain foods, but it’s about
not making it a habit or a part of your lifestyle,
she adds. Specifically for Michelle, it was the
positive thinking and uplifting workout environment that placed some joy in the midst of the battles she was enduring. As days and weeks passed,
Michelle was able to wean completely off of her

fibromyalgia medication, and further turned
some of that same positive energy toward her
son, who was gradually getting better.
Nikki is a firm believer that whether you have
the strictest or most lenient personal trainer,
it all comes down to you. She says, “It’s not
about having the time. It’s about making the
time,” just like Michelle, who never skipped a
session. Nikki also asserts that “…people have
circumstances and health problems. I don’t
need to drill something in your head. I understand the struggle and I’m not here to judge.”

In May 2014, Nikki took that same energy and positive attitude to Miami, Florida,
where she accepted a position as Fitness
Manager for CRUNCH. There, the “no
judgment policy” is what continues to make
her job worthwhile. As she looks into the
future, Nikki would love to open her own
body and wellness center that would focus
on homeopathic remedies and techniques.
The entire NCCPT congratulates Nikki
Galladay, not only as our featured personal
trainer, but as a young woman ahead of her
time.

To connect with Nikki personally, feel free
to visit the following links:
https://twitter.com/FiT2NiK
http://instagram.com/fit2nik

Learn that healthy thinking leads to
healthy eating with Lily Hills- Eating Psychology Coach, Speaker and Radio Show
Host, Author of The Body Love Manual
- #1 Amazon Bestseller. How to Love the
Body You Have As You Create the Body
You Want - WINNER USA Book News
National Best Books Award in Health.
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Certified Personal Trainers

Acton, Chelsea
Algerio, Christine
Apodaca, Zachary
Arteaga, Vanessa
Balint, Brooke
Barker, Janet
Becerra, Mario
Behr, Aaron
Berg, Taylor
Biever, Jana
Bowman, Chante
Brown, Alton
Brown, Dahalia
Carfagna, Michael
Cary, Adelaide
Casas, Crystal
Chacon, Dax
Clos, Cheryl
Corbett, Kristen
Crum, Brianna
Curiel, Rosie
Daniels, Anthony
Dauterive, Mike
Davis, Ricky
Davis, Suzanne
De La Cruz, Glenny
Decker, Johnie
Dorn, Cindy
Dorris, Andrew
Doss, Tony
Eckel, Tyson
Elliott, Archibald C

Garikapati, Leela Vamsi Mohan
Griemsmann, Kurt
Grullon, Jomar
Gutierrez, Michael
Harris, Rodney
Havrylyshyn, Marta
Heintz, Jordon
Hicks, Adam
Hinker, Katie
Hottin, Erica
Howard, Melissa
Huber, Christina
Hughes, Terrell
Hughes, Terrence
Jackson, Christen
Jacque, Amber
John, Josh
Johnson, Dupree
Kaiser, Kayleigh
Keller, Rich
Knight, Monica
Komorowski, Steven
Landry, Kallie
Le Roux, Lafras
Lister, Bishop
Loader, Ianna
Lopez, Brandon
Malave, Zuriel
Malden, Reginald
Martin, Nathan
Martinez, Anthony
Mccrary, Lashawn

Morris, Tim
Munoz, Benji
Nead, Tyson
Orazine, Lee
Ota, Travis
Perez, Cynthia
Prieto, Enrique
Pronco, Susan
Reeves, Amanda
Rodman, Nikki
Rogos, Nicole
Roseberry, Whitney
Ross, Jacqueline
Rudolph, Erick
Schafer, Maria
Shahin, Kareem
Silvera, Deangelo
Simon, Dwayne
Sobron, Christopher
Stevens, Casey
Thomas, Tina
Thompson, Megan
Tran, Kristine
Truitt, Erin
Tu, Christianne
Ulibarri, Deanna
Vafides, Mark
Valigura, Brian
Vance, Eric
Vangaasbeck, Salina
Vilinetsky, Eugene
Vinson, Hannah
Widner, Jeffrey

Wilson, Charles
Wong, Jeremiah
Woods, Jack
Wyckoff, Natalia
Yuen, Kaela
Frazier, Andrew
Acosta, Cierra
Alexis, Nicole
Alkire, Jordan
Altman, Christina
Arnold, Nicole
Arvizu, Joshua
Bahl, Brent
Bailey, Josh
Barria, Karina
Barwick, Jordan
Belanger, Sarah
Benthul, Patti
Billinger, Lauren
Bingham, Johanna
Bliss, Elizabeth
Bounous, Elise
Bozzelli, Maria
Bretey, Jacob
Burkinshaw, Colin
Cabiness, Winifred
calderini, liliana
Callahan, Kristin
Calvino, Raphael
Camby, Evan
Cameron, Charlemagne
Castillo, Veronica
Chaney, Erica

Chu, Michael
Cid, Emily
Cioppa, Steve
Collins, Ken
Connor, Nolan
Constantino, Angelina
Cooper, Jennifer
Coppola, Marena
Cornejo, Alexsander
Crawford, Sean
Dandignac, Daniel
Deleon, Andrew
Dillon, Karen
Dodd, Anthony
Drexler, Kelly
Dyck, Ben
Dyck, Dan
Eastepp, Scott
Elliott, Travis
Ewing, Nathan
Ferguson, Michelle
Foster, Pebbles
Fowler, Harry
Franklin, Austin
Fryar, Ian
Fuqua, Ricky
Garcia, Janian
Gegzna, Molly
Gilmore, Tiffany
Glarum, Synnove Glarum
Glover, Andre’
Glover, Lindsey
Golden, Leslie
Gomez, Davion
Goodman, Krystal
Gorman, Thomas
Gunter, Alex
Hague, Brittany
Heuther, Becky
Hewitt, Katy
Hilario, Erin
Hoffman, Stacey

Holt, Alanna
Hoover, Dakota
Horton, Kailey
Hukill, Jennifer
Hummer, Brei
Jenkins, Chelse
Johnson, Ashley
Johnson, Brianna
Johnson, Eric
Jones, Bijai
Jones, Cody
Jordan, Peggy
Joseph, Sidney
Kafri, Lehi
Kanneman, Kelly
Kelly, Katie
Kimps, Nic
Kingsberry, Jarel
Leung, Amy
Leung, Tiffany
Li, Sheng
Livious, Sierra
Lockwood , Adam
Lockwood, Jessi
Logudice, Raquel
Lott, A’Darius
Luna, Arantes
Luna, Raul
Ly, Philip
Lyons, Stephanie
Madrazo, Luke
Manda, Stephen
Manrique, Mario
Mathis, Connor
Maust, Barrie
McDowell, Laura
McHone, Steven
Mejerson, Adam
Melancon, Mariah
Mette-njuldnir, Gt
Meyers, Devine
Miller, Mil
Monhollen, Codie

Moshe, Brittany
Moss, James
Mullins, Laura
Munson, Justin
Myrick, Ryan
Nelson, Briana
Nemeth, Ryan
Newport, Sarah
Noland, Chandra
Offutt, Ed
Olabisi, Olabamiji
Owens, Kristen
Padilla, Estevan
Page, Anthony
Paquin, Brandon
Platt, Andreas
Posch, Jeremy
Proffitt, Jensen
Quiel, Deedee
Ratliff, Shelbi
Renegar, Donald
Resnik, Lyndsey
Rice, Mark
Richardson, Rashad
Roselio, Janielle
Rossi, Mary
Rowley, Jonathan
Ruiz, Mauricio
Russell, Jessica
Sams, Derrick
Sanderson, Jarnell
Sarten, Lee
Sayadova, Elina
Schneider, Laura
Scoggins, Ryan
Sells, Nick
Shevlino, Seamus
Simmons, Tripp
Simpson, Jonathan
Sims, Kat
Skannal, Anasha
Smith, Clyde
Smith, Lauren

Smith, Phillip
snedden, tina
Solis , Josue
Solis, Jennifer
Stache, Cameron
Stubbs, Alison
Tanner, Kelly
Thompson, Nathan
Thurston, John
Tietze, Jeremy
Tornatore, Alyssa
Tovar, Ana
Triska, Kaimana
Turner, Stephen
Tyson, Alex
Ulloa, Nancy
Valencia, Anita
Vance, Caleb
Ventrella, Taija
Vera, Jose
Vice, Margo
Waters, Jake
Watkins, Shane
Weigold-Vasquez,
Richard
Wentworth, Akacia
Williams, Perry
Willis, Shannon
Wisnoski, Ginger
Woita, Alex
Woods, Jackie
Wright, Megan
Young, Jason
Certified Yoga Instructors

Alina, Rebyakov
Demarie, Day
Jennifer, Lane
Karen, Fertitta
Luisa, Toland
Suthatip, Hongchindaget
Wendolyne, Camet Ramirez
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